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ABSTRACT: Training of physicians in the basic sciences has been substantially reduced 
in many medical schools.  Compression of instruction in Gross Anatomy, often including 
elimination of many laboratory dissections, could particularly affect the subset of 
students who seek to specialize in disciplines that require extensive knowledge of body 
structure, such as surgery, radiology and obstetrics/gynecology.  However, the 
consequences of curricular compression/revision in Anatomy have not been adequately 
studied. Our ongoing observational study has sought to 1) develop pedagogical 
methods to counter the effects of compression of content and reduction in duration of 
anatomy instruction and 2) to evaluate their effectiveness in conveying information 
essential to understanding body structure.  At the Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine 
of Marshall University, a proposed approach to re-establishing Gross Anatomy in the 
curriculum has been to utilize and expand an elective course, Surgical Anatomy, to 
enhance training in the fourth year of undergraduate medical education.  This course 
has focused upon cadaver dissections and allowed students to review and expand their 
knowledge of Gross Anatomy, as well as generating prosected specimens for teaching. 
We have developed a questionnaire to assess the effectiveness of the course in training 
in the anatomical sciences.  Initial data on student responses in a pilot study indicate a 
strong support for continued laboratory dissection sessions and indicate that further 
integration of training in Gross Anatomy and Radiology, potentially through faculty-led 
small group study, could help to counter the curricular changes.   We plan both to 
expand this study and to further develop methods to compensate for the reduction of 
Gross Anatomy  in undergraduate medical education. Supported by NSF Grant CRCNS 
2113028.



PROBLEM: ADAPTING GROSS ANATOMY TO A COMPRESSED TIME FRAME - An 
integrated curriculum was implemented at the Joan C. Edwards School of 
Medicine that compressed basic science training to 18 months and reduced the 
duration study of Gross Anatomy (Head and Neck Anatomy is currently restricted 
to eight instructional days).



While apparently more efficient, extreme compression of duration of 
instruction has been shown, in a number of studies, to decrease 
retention



One potential solution to this problem is to utilize an elective course (Surgical
Anatomy) that permits renewed study of Anatomy later in the curriculum. We
have developed a written questionnaire to evaluate student perceptions of the
effectiveness of the course in integrating basic (Anatomy, Embryology) and
clinical (Radiology) science: to date, students have uniformly reported the
course as beneficial but responses were more divergent on curricular use of
independent learning.



REVISION OF PEDAGOGY - Following curricular compression, many students reported difficulties in
retaining information about anatomy that was presented in single sessions concurrent with clinical training.
There was also a large decrease in attendance at live classes; informal counts of students indicated that no
more than 20% were presented at live sessions. We therefore revised the schedule to efficiently and
iteratively integrate independent learning with in-class sessions. Videos of lectures that focused upon
Anatomy were followed (one day delay) with correlated in-class discussions centering upon Clinical
syndromes and how symptoms resulted from disruption of structure/function. These sessions were not
mandatory and were video recorded to facilitate student access. Most laboratory sessions involved
independent viewing of prosections but two sessions (dissections of brain, orbit) were retained to provide
students with direct and guided experience in laboratory dissection



MULTIMODAL PEDAGOGY: ANATOMY UNDERLYING CLINICAL SYNDROMES -
Instruction in anatomy was based upon core of clinical conditions that were 
correlated with pathology and neurology and previously tested in Step One Board 
Examinations.  Clinical syndromes were not presented as case studies (many 
students lack thebackground for meaningful diagnostic analysis) but as correlates 
of anatomical structure and function. 



INTEGRATION OF DIGITAL ON-LINE AND IN-CLASS INSTRUCTION - Instruction was organized as
parallel 1) on-line videos, which presented basic embryology and anatomy and 2) live in-class
sessions which discussed the anatomical basis of clinical syndromes. The example above shows
(at left) the first slide of the video on the embryology of the Branchial arches and the first slide from
the corresponding discussion of Branchial arch syndromes. In the schedule, the discussions of
were delayed by one day to permit students time to view the videos (which had associated
handouts, clinical charts) prior to the in-class discussions (videos of the discussion sessions were
also posted afterwards) to allow for review of the clinical material



STUDENT PERFORMANCE IN GROSS ANATOMY- These figures show  plots of student 
performance on Gross Anatomy questions in the first block exam (data obtained from 
ExamSoft).   The histogram (left) shows the mean score and standard deviations on 
exams in the years 2019-2022 (current  academic year).  Performance on Gross 
Anatomy declined in years 2019-2020 following the compression of time available for 
study.  There was also a further  decrease in 2021 when exam questions in Gross 
Anatomy were re-written by  the Office Medical Education.  Results from the latest year 
(2022) following the pedagogy of complete integration of on-line and in person 
sessions showed an  increase in the mean scores.  



STUDENT PERFORMANCE IN GROSS ANATOMY- The plot at right shows the mean 
scores on individual Gross Anatomy questions from the exams given in 2021 and 2022  
that were matched according to the specific topic tested.  Although performance  on 
individual questions varied, the mean score on these questions was quite high and 
increased in that period (from mean 85.0 +/-12.4 SD for 2021 to  87.25 +/- 9.0  for 2022).  
These preliminary data indicate that the pedagogy  has been effective and further 
analysis of the data is planned.



EFFECTS OF INDEPENDENT LEARNING RECONSIDERED - Analysis (plot at left) of student
scores on questions in which instruction was multi-modal vs restricted to independent learning
showed that performance was higher when information was presented in diverse modalities.
Independent learning has a number of institutional advantages (inexpensive, requires few
trained faculty) but its effectiveness has not been rigorously examine. A previous study from
our school (Serrat et al., Anat. Sci. Educ. 7:406-16, 2014) evaluated the effectiveness of
independent learning modules and concluded that their use improved performance. However,
study of a more extensive data base showed that the practical exam used as a baseline (2010-
2011) was an outlier in which the entire class had a failing average and that no increase in
performance was seen when a longer baseline was considered.



CONCLUSIONS

1- Two approaches were proposed/applied to compensate for 
teaching of Gross Anatomy in a highly compressed time frame: a) 
utilize and potentially expand an existing 4th year elective course 
(Surgical Anatomy) and b) closely integrate independent learning and 
live class interactions in the curriculum.

2- Instruction was organized to parallel subjects students were 
studying in preparation for the Step 1 national board exam (rather 
than attending scheduled classes).  A foundation of  Gross Anatomy 
was presented in on-line videos, while live class sessions discussed  
clinical syndromes, focusing upon symptoms that resulted from 
disruption of relations of structure and function.

3- Preliminary analysis of test scores and student feedback support 
the idea that the curricular changes were beneficial.  Further, our data 
support the idea that independent learning alone is not as 
effective as a pedagogy utilizing multiple modalities of instruction.




